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Why Container Gardening? 

Accentuate the welcoming look of a deck or your patio with jovial and colorful 

pots of annuals. Fill your window boxes with climbing bloomers or with fragrant 

roses of various colors. Container gardens produce a natural sanctuary in city's 

street sides, along rooftops or verandas.  

Pots may be arranged near each other than place plants in some kind of a bed 

arrangement, so that nice-looking gardens can bloom, even in itsy-bitsy spots. 

Search for varying and harmonizing colors, different heights and quality. The more 

variety you include in the plants you select, the more combinations you can 

achieve when renovating your outdoor space. Choose a range of selection with 

various bloom cycles for your growing season to abound. 

There is a variety of creative ways to preserve and experiment with container 

gardening. Although you might not use recycled porcelain bowls, yet the simple 

concept of growing plants in pots or urns in addition to other objects, offers you a 

new perspective in container gardening. 

With containers you can see your favorite hue just about anywhere. Sets of 

staircases of front doors could be used too to welcome visitors. The proper and 

imaginative use of pots could really help in conjuring the cozy and organized look. 

Just read on for the proper combination and positioning of pots to maximize your 

efforts with your container gardening feat. 

If you have a huge home with a beautiful front door and lots of space, flower pots 

that are randomly arranged to one part of your front door usually looks better than 

placing two pots that are of the same design and size on both sides. Likened to 

perennials, pots add more aesthetic value when in odd numbers rather than same. A 

single pot in the perfect spot often looks good. But one more pot next to that pot, 

same size or not, and it will damage the setup. 

Add a third pot and it will recreate its beauty again. Three pots with the same 

design or pots that are not at all of the same design have a mystical beauty with 

them. There's a mystery with the pleasant-looking odd numbers with arrangement. 

It's such a wondrous fact.  



It just takes some creative mind that is determined to make the most out of using 

pots, plants and a simple space in order to have the best looking garden container. 

Some loving and close research all add up to a pleasing scenario, enviable enough 

to attract your friends and some unfamiliar faces. 
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